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Supply chains and business operations are the backbone for
development and growth of organisations and nations.
Today's uncertain, turbulent environments expose supply
chains and business operations to risks/disruptions that can
significantly damage organisations and economies. IJSCOR
presents the latest research/developments in supply
chain/operations resilience strategies, highlighting
theoretical research with practical applications. Besides
being a theoretical platform for the academic community,
IJSCOR helps practitioners bridge the gap between
supply chain and operations resilience theory and its
effective deployment and application.
Topics covered include:
• Resilient supply chain management,
operational resilience in industrial systems
• Reverse logistics, green supply, closed
loop/knowledge-based supply chains, RFID
• Vendor/supplier selection, supplier
development, purchasing management
• Disaster management
• Supply chain performance/optimisation/
risk/decision making/support systems
• Responsive and reconfigurable supply chains
and operations
• Materials, equipment and maintenance
management in uncertain environments
• Global lean/agile supply chains and operations
management
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• Internal operations and systems reengineering, improvement, optimisation
• E-commerce supply and operations
management, aggregate planning, ERP, MRP,
JIT
• Resilient strategic thinking and implications,
organisational resilience
• Modelling, risk analysis and risk management
• Education and training
• Quality management (e.g. business excellence
models, six sigma, TQM, SPC, etc.)
• Empirical research and case studies
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